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ABSTRACT: The nonisothermal crystallization kinetics
of a metallocene-made isotactic polypropylene (m-iPP)
and its compounds with 0.1 wt % and 0.3 wt % of a sorbi-
tol derivative [1,3:2,4-bis(3,4-dimethylbenzylidene)sorbitol
(DMDBS); an a nucleator] were investigated by differential
scanning calorimetry at different cooling rates from the
melt. The nucleation efficiency was proved by a significant
increase in the crystallization temperatures (accompanied
by a slight augmentation of the degree of crystallinity and
a decrease in the crystal sizes). This increase in the crystal-
lization temperatures led to higher amounts of fractional
content in the g polymorph, even though DMDBS was
supposed to be a nucleator for the a form. The Avrami
and Ozawa methods effectively described only the early

stage of crystallization, whereas a combined Avrami–
Ozawa method was valid for the whole crystallization pro-
cess. The values of the exponent for this method decreased
for nucleated samples in the later stage of crystallization,
especially in the case of m-iPP with 0.3 wt % DMDBS
added (m-iPP03). The activation energy of the process and
the surface free energy were also estimated. The produc-
tion of considerable proportions of the g polymorph in
m-iPP03 corresponded to higher values of the activation
energy and lower values of the surface free energy. � 2008
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INTRODUCTION

The study of the nucleation of the crystallization
process to improve the properties of isotactic poly-
propylene (iPP) has been done for many years as a
response to the increased industrial use of iPP. Sor-
bitol-based derivatives, such as 1,3:2,4-bis(3,4-dime-
thylbenzylidene)sorbitol (DMDBS), are some com-
monly used nucleators for the a polymorph of iPP.1–4

They have the advantage of dispersing in the mol-
ten polymer and recrystallizing on cooling into thin
filaments, which yields a three-dimensional net-

work.1,2 In general, the nucleating efficiency is mea-
sured by an increase in the crystallinity, a decrease
in the crystallization time, and the improvement of
the optical transparency.1–3 Maximum increases in
the crystallization temperature and in the optical
properties (transparency) of iPP due to the nuclea-
tion activity of DMDBS have been observed in com-
positions containing between 0.01 and 1 wt % of this
nucleator.2,4 A comparative study published for met-
allocene-made isotactic polypropylene (m-iPP) and
conventional Ziegler–Natta isotactic polypropylene
(ZN-iPP) polymers with 0.2% DMDBS at isothermal
crystallization conditions showed that the nucleator
is more effective with ZN-iPP than with m-iPP.3

Conventional ZN-iPP is capable of crystallizing into
the following polymorphs: a (monoclinic), b (trigo-
nal), g (orthorhombic), and a mesomorphic crystal
structure.5–8 The most common and stable crystal
structure is the a phase. The b phase is normally
observed in the presence of nucleating agents8–10 or
under specific conditions such as a strong imposed
orientation.11 The g phase has been obtained in con-
ventional iPPs only under special conditions: elevated
pressure, low molecular weight, and different ethyl-
ene contents in iPP/polyethylene random copoly-
mers.12,13 Finally, the mesomorphic phase dominates
for samples efficiently quenched from the melt.6,7,14
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On the contrary, m-iPPs usually crystallize from
the melt in a disordered modification intermediate
between the a (monoclinic) and g (orthorhombic)
forms, even at atmospheric pressure, and the amount
of g form present in the crystals depends on the crys-
tallization conditions, molecular weight, concentration
of defects, and ethylene content of the copolymers.15–
22 Fast cooling rates (V0’s) favor the appearance of the
a polymorph, whereas the g polymorph is favored at
slow V0’s.

10,15,19 Moreover, both types of macromolec-
ular defects, stereo and regio, lead to increases in g
phase. However, the crystallizable sequences increase
with the crystallization temperature and pass through
a maximum because their lengths depend on the tem-
perature.15,16 Therefore, at a given temperature, the g
polymorph begins decreasing.15,21,22

Kinetic studies provide a better understanding of
the mechanism for the a 1 g formation. The a and g
crystals grow together from the beginning of the
crystallization, but the g crystals melt first,15,16 and
the growth rate of the pure g phase is lower than
that of the a phase at isothermal conditions.21 More-
over, the mother a lamellae appear first, and after
that, the g lamellae can grow.12,21 Thus, the forma-
tion of crystals of the g form needs more time than
that of the a form.22

The main objective of this study was to analyze the
melt-crystallization nonisothermal kinetics of pure m-
iPP without nucleating agent (m-iPP00) and some
samples with 0.1 and 0.3 wt % of a sorbitol derivative
(DMDBS) added as a nucleator (m-iPP01 and m-
iPP03, respectively). An attempt to observe the effect
of the nucleation agent on the resulting microstruc-
ture was also performed by polarizing optical micros-
copy (POM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

EXPERIMENTAL

An m-iPP was used. It was obtained by a single-site
homogeneous metallocene catalyst system and had
the following characteristics: isotactic content 5
87.8% mmmm pentads, regio defects r2.1 5 0.70;
melt flow index (2308C, 2.16 kg) 5 13.5 cm3 (10/
min); number-average molecular weight 5 109 400
g/mol, and molecular weight distribution (weight-
average molecular weight/number-average molecu-
lar weight) 5 2.01. Irganox 1076 (0.2 wt %) (Ciba
Co., Basel, Switzerland) was added as an antioxidant
to reduce the thermal degradation.

The m-iPP and the nucleating agent DMDBS
(Millad 3988) (Milliken and Co., Spartanburg, SC)
were mixed in a Haake apparatus (Karlsruhe, Ger-
many) at 1808C and 40 rpm for 10 min. Two different
concentrations of DMDBS were added: 0.1 and 0.3 wt %,
and the resulting compounds were named m-iPP01
and m-iPP03, respectively. All studies were compared
with a sample of m-iPP00. The effect of the quantity

of nucleating agent and the influence of different V0’s
on the crystallization behavior were studied by differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) with a TA Instru-
ments (New Castle, DE) Q100 calorimeter under a N2

atmosphere. The samples were held 5 min at 2008C to
remove the thermal history. Then, they were cooled at
11 different rates, ranging from 1 to 408C/min, to a
final temperature of 708C. Afterward, each sample
was heated at a rate of 108C/min to 1808C.

The DSC results were complemented by POM
with an Amplival Pol microscope from Carl Zeiss
Jena (Oberkochen, Germany). The samples were pre-
pared with melt crystallization techniques: thin films
(100–190 lm) were sandwiched between a glass slide
and a cover slip, with the sandwich slowly heated
on a hot stage until the sample melted. With a ther-
mal glove, a gentle pressure was applied to the
cover slip to spread the liquid film, and the sample
was then allowed to cool in air. The obtained crys-
tals were analyzed after the sample was kept on the
hot stage at 2008C for 5 min and were cooled subse-
quently at different rates, from 40 to 18C/min.

The same polymeric films, washed with distilled
water, were used for AFM multimode experiments,
with a Nanoscope IVa scanning probe microscope
(Veeco, Plainview, NY) at ambient conditions in the
height mode.

The samples were also analyzed by wide-angle X-
ray scattering with synchrotron radiation. These
studies were performed in the soft-condensed matter
beamline A2 at Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungsla-
bor (Hamburg, Germany), at a wavelength of 0.150
nm. A charge coupling device detector MARCCD 165
from Rayonix LLC (Evanston, IL) was used, located
at a distance of 17 cm from the sample (which was
inside the temperature controller of the beamline). A
sample of silver behenate (which gave a well-defined
diffraction at a spacing of 5.838 nm and several
orders) was used for calibration. The samples were
cooled from the melt (1808C) at a rate of 88C/min,
with images acquired every 15 s. The two-dimen-
sional X-ray patterns were processed with the FIT2D
program of Dr. Hammersley (the European Synchro-
tron Radiation Facility, ESRF, Grenoble, France) and
converted into one-dimensional arrays after normal-
ization for the intensity of the primary beam and sub-
traction of the scattering of an empty sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nonisothermal crystallization kinetics

The DSC scans showed typical crystallization peaks
for the three samples of m-iPP at various V0’s (Fig.
1). The enthalpy of crystallization (DHc), the onset
temperature (T0), and the peak crystallization tem-
perature (Tc) were determined from the nonisother-
mal exotherms and are listed in Table I. The degree
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of crystallinity (Xc), also shown in Table I, was calcu-
lated from DHc with the following relation:

Xc ¼ DHc=DH
o
m (1)

where DHo
m is the heat of fusion for 100% crystalline

folded chains of iPP, with a value of 209 J/g 23 cor-
responding to the a polymorph. The value for the g
form was expected to be rather similar.10

The results in Table I clearly indicate that the
addition of DMDBS led to a slight increase in Xc and
a significant augmentation of the crystallization tem-
perature at the various nucleator concentrations.
This effect is clearly shown in Figure 2, where an
increase in the crystallization temperature of around
2–38C was obtained for specimen m-iPP01 in relation
to the pure polymer, whereas that increase was as
high as 138C for sample m-iPP03. Therefore, the
nucleating agent shifted the process of crystallization
toward higher temperatures because of the nuclea-
tion activity. On the other hand, the slower V0’s
related to the higher Xc for the three investigated
polymer samples. These results were in agreement
with published data for ZN-iPP, where the Xc

changed slightly for DMDBS contents between 0.01
and 1 wt %.2

Normally, the crystallization peaks are single for
m-iPP because the two types of crystals (a1g) are
formed simultaneously,21 although the growth of g
crystals is initially influenced by a crystals.12 On the
contrary, the melting process is characterized by
dual peaks: one for the melting of the g polymorph
and the other corresponding to the a crystals (see
Fig. 3). The two melting peaks prove the polymor-
phism of m-iPP, and it was clear that the two poly-
morphs coexisted for all V0’s.

The deconvolution of these dual melting peaks
allows one to estimate the fractional content of the two
modifications. Because the corresponding enthalpies of
melting are reported to be rather similar,10,13 those frac-
tional contents were taken just as the relative enthal-
pies below each endotherm component. The corre-
sponding results are shown in the left frame of Figure
4 as a function of V0 for the three m-iPP samples. It
was very evident that the fraction of g modification
over the total crystals increased as V0 decreased, as
expected, and that the g content for a given V0

increased with the amount of nucleating agent.
Interestingly, when the fraction of g modification

was plotted against Tc, as presented in the right
frame of Figure 4, a common line was obtained for
the three samples. The conclusion from this behavior
was that the DMDBS nucleator did not have a spe-
cific influence on the nucleation of a particular modi-
fication. However, its nucleation ability, that is, the
increase in the crystallization rate, and, therefore, the
achievement of the crystallization at higher tempera-
tures led to higher amounts of the g phase.

On the other hand, and as was discussed previ-
ously, the fraction of g modification was reported to
pass through a maximum at relatively high crystalli-
zation temperatures.15 In this case, such a maximum
was not observed because it appears in the region of
rather slow crystallization rates, typical of isothermal
experiments. However, and considering the defect
content of this m-iPP sample (see the Experimental
section), that maximum may be15 around 1308C,
which was the upper limit of our experiments.

Another quantification of the relative amount of
the two polymorphs could be obtained from diffrac-
tion data. We performed some diffraction experi-
ments on the three samples by cooling from the melt
at 88C/min in a synchrotron source. The final dif-
fractograms (at room temperature) of these experi-
ments are shown in Figure 5. The diffractograms for
the a and g modifications6,7,10,15 were rather similar
except for the well-distinguished diffractions at a
scattering vector (s)-1/d 5 2.09 mm21 for the a
modification ([130] reflection) and at 2.26 mm21 for
the g form ([117] reflection). It was evident from the
inspection of these diffractions in Figure 5 that at
this V0 of 88C/min, the majority of the crystals were
of the a type for specimens m-iPP00 and m-iPP01,

Figure 1 DSC cooling curves for the three m-iPP samples
at the indicated selected V0’s.
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whereas rather similar proportions of a and g modi-
fications coexisted in specimen m-iPP03. In fact, the
corresponding deconvolution of the diffractograms
shown in Figure 4 led to the following fractions of g
modification: 0.25, 0.30, and 0.50% for m-iPP00, m-
iPP01, and m-iPP03, respectively. These values, rep-
resented as full points in the left frame of Figure 4,
were rather similar to those obtained from the DSC
melting curves.

On the other hand, we applied several kinetic
models to study the behavior during the nonisother-
mal conditions. Figure 6 presents the relative degree
of crystallinity (Xt) as a function of crystallization
temperature (T) with the following expression:

Xt ¼
ZT

T0

dHc=dTð ÞdT
�ZT‘

T

dHc=dTð Þ (2)

where T0 and T‘ are the onset and end temperatures
of crystallization, and Hc is the enthalpy of crystalli-
zation, respectively.

Afterward, the temperature parameter was con-
verted into a timescale by

t ¼ T0 � Tð Þ=V0 (3)

where T is the temperature at crystallization time
t. Typical plots of Xt as a function of time are illus-
trated in Figure 7. An important parameter that
can be obtained directly from this plot is the half
time of crystallization (t1/2), which corresponds to
the 50% completion of crystallization. The corre-
sponding values are also listed in Table I. It was
apparent that the crystallizations of m-iPP01, once
started, were completed faster than the ones for
m-iPP03. However, according to the values of Tc,
the nucleation activity was rather important in m-
iPP03. We expect, as found experimentally, that
the shifting of the crystallization process to higher
temperatures favored the growth of the g poly-
morph and that the g crystals needed more time to
grow.18,21

TABLE I
Values of DHc, T0, Tc, Xc, and t1/2 for m-iPP00, m-iPP01, and m-iPP03

at Various V0 Values

Specimen V0 (8C/min) DHc (J/g) T0 (8C) Tc (8C) Xc t1/2 (min)

m-iPP00 1 87.1 123.0 117.7 0.417 5.24
2 87.9 120.4 115.4 0.421 2.53
3 87.3 119.2 113.8 0.417 1.8
5 85.6 117.4 111.9 0.409 1.12
7 83.3 116.3 110.7 0.399 0.83
10 82.3 114.9 109.3 0.394 0.61
12 79.9 114.2 108.7 0.383 0.51
15 78.4 113.3 107.6 0.375 0.43
20 77.9 112.1 106.4 0.373 0.33
30 74.6 110.3 104.3 0.357 0.23
40 73.9 109.0 102.7 0.354 0.19

m-iPP01 1 91.4 127.8 120.2 0.437 7.4
2 89.9 123.2 118.6 0.430 2.5
3 88.8 121.2 117.3 0.425 1.5
5 85.9 119.2 115.6 0.411 0.9
7 84.0 117.7 114.3 0.402 0.6
10 82.2 116.3 112.8 0.393 0.5
12 80.9 115.5 111.8 0.387 0.4
15 79.1 114.5 110.7 0.378 0.33
20 76.9 113.2 109.2 0.368 0.28
30 73.6 111.2 107.1 0.352 0.2
40 71.6 109.8 105.4 0.343 0.16

m-iPP03 1 95.1 134.8 129.9 0.455 6.2
2 93.6 133.0 128.2 0.448 3
3 91.9 131.4 126.2 0.440 2.1
5 90.9 130.3 125.4 0.435 1.3
7 88.4 128.8 123.2 0.423 0.98
10 86.2 128.3 122.9 0.413 0.68
12 85.6 127.1 121.1 0.41 0.6
15 83.9 126.3 120.3 0.401 0.5
20 82.9 125.4 120.2 0.397 0.35
30 80.2 123.6 117.6 0.384 0.28
40 77.9 122.6 117.0 0.373 0.2
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The melt crystallization of polymers is usually a
nucleation-controlled process that involves the fol-
lowing important steps: the diffusion of crystalliz-
able chains to the crystal front, the formation of a
stable nucleus, and crystal growth. The determina-

tion of the kinetic parameters, such as the activation
energy and the surface free energy, enabled us to
obtain a better understanding of how the nucleating
agent DMDBS affected the crystallization behavior of
m-iPP, as is discussed later.

Moreover, information about the crystal growth
rate and nucleation mode could be deduced from
the application of the nonisothermal crystallization
conditions of the well-known Avrami equation:

Xt ¼ 1� exp �ktnð Þ (4)

where k is a rate constant for the crystallization pro-
cess and is proportional to the concentration of

Figure 3 DSC melting endotherms recorded at 108C/min
for the three m-iPP samples after they were cooled from
the melt at the indicated V0’s.

Figure 4 Variation of the fractional content of g modifica-
tion (deduced from the melting curves) with (left) V0 and
(right) Tc for the three m-iPP samples. The full points in
the left frame represent the values obtained from the
diffractograms in Figure 5.

Figure 5 X-ray diffractograms acquired at room tempera-
ture for the three m-iPP samples cooled from the melt at
88C/min.

Figure 2 Variation of Tc with V0 for the three m-iPP sam-
ples.
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nuclei. The Avrami exponent (n) depends on the
morphology of the growing crystalline regions and
the nucleation process. This empirical equation, ini-
tially formulated for isothermal experiments, has
been also successfully used to describe the noniso-
thermal crystallization of polymers.24–27 In such
cases, the parameters n and k do not have the same
physical meaning as in isothermal conditions
because the temperature changes constantly during
nonisothermal crystallization. The double logarithm
of the Avrami equation gives the following relation-
ship:

ln � ln 1� Xtð Þ½ � ¼ ln kþ n ln t (5)

Consequently, a plot of ln[2ln(1 2 Xt)] versus ln t
would yield a straight line if the equation is fulfilled.
The corresponding plots, from the data in Figure 7,
are presented in Figure 8. Fairly good straight lines
were obtained up to crystallization conversions of
around 0.7, followed by a significant deviation dur-
ing the later stage of crystallization. This deviation is
usually considered to be due to the presence of sec-
ondary crystallization, which causes a slow down of
crystallization and further perfection of crystals in
the later stage.

The kinetic data in the early stage were used to
estimate the Avrami parameters for the nonisother-
mal crystallization of the m-iPPs. The values of n

Figure 6 Xt versus temperature for the three investigated
samples at different V0’s. From right to left: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10,
12, 15, 20, 30, and 408C/min.

Figure 7 Xt versus time for the three m-iPP samples at
different V0’s. From right to left: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 20,
30, and 408C/min.

Figure 8 Avrami plots for the three m-iPP samples at dif-
ferent V0’s. From right to left: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30,
and 408C/min.
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and the rate parameter ln k, determined from the
slopes and intercepts of the initial straight lines, are
shown in Figure 9. The lowest values of n were
obtained for specimen m-iPP03, especially for the
lower V0’s. The average values of n were 3.6, 3.6,
and 2.8 for m-iPP00, m-iPP01 and m-iPP03, respec-
tively. The noninteger values of n could have been
due to crystal branching, two-stage crystal growth,
or mixed growth.28 These values of n seemed to
indicate three-dimensional spherulitic growth for m-
iPP00 and m-iPP01 and two-dimensional growth of
lamellar crystals for m-iPP03. On the other hand, the
crystallization rates (ln k) and also the number of
nuclei increased with increasing V0 for the three
samples.

The Avrami equation was found invalid in the
later stages, for secondary crystallization, when the
spherulites had generally impinged and a deviation
from linearity appeared. Ozawa29 modified the
Avrami equation by incorporating the V0 factor, as
follows:

XT ¼ 1� exp �K Tð Þ½ ��Vm
0 (6)

where XT is the relative crystallinity at temperature
T, K(T) is the cooling rate function, and m is the
Ozawa exponent. The double logarithm of the
Ozawa equation gives the following relationship:

ln � ln 1� XTð Þ½ � ¼ ln K Tð Þ½ � �m lnV0 (7)

If the Ozawa method could have correctly described
the nonisothermal crystallization process of m-iPP,
the corresponding plots would have given a series of
parallel lines with slope m and intercept K(T). How-
ever, Figure 10 shows again that straight lines were
only observed in the early stages of crystallization.
Therefore, m and K(T) were estimated from the ini-
tial straight sections in the early crystallization stages
for the three iPP samples. The results are shown in
Table II. A great scattering in the slope was

Figure 9 Results for n and for the kinetic parameter ln k
for the three m-iPP samples as a function of V0.

Figure 10 Ozawa plots for the three m-iPP samples at the
indicated temperatures.

TABLE II
Results for m and the Kinetic Rate Parameter ln k for the
Nonisothermal Crystallizations of the Three Investigated

Polymer Samples

Temperature (8C)

m-iPP00 m-iPP01 m-iPP03

m ln k m ln k m ln k

108 3.4 7.7 4.4 12.0
110 3.5 6.5 5.0 12.7
112 3.5 4.8 5.3 11.3
114 3.6 3.2 5.7 9.8
116 3.9 1.8 5.2 6.2
120 2.9 7.2
122 3.9 8.6
124 3.5 5.6
126 3.4 3.4
128 4.3 2.5
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observed, although, again, the values of the expo-
nent were the lowest for sample m-iPP03, and it was
very evident that the crystallization shifted to a
higher temperature.

In conclusion, the Ozawa analysis could not
adequately describe the nonisothermal crystallization
kinetics of m-iPPs.

Using a different kinetic equation proposed by Liu
et al.,30 which combines the Avrami and Ozawa
equations, we obtained a good crystallization
description of these m-iPPs. As the Avrami equation
relates Xt with time t and the Ozawa equation
relates Xt with V0, a relation between V0 and t could
be established to connect these two equations. Thus,
for a given Xc, it follows from eqs. (5) and (7) that

ln kþ n ln t ¼ ln K Tð Þ½ � �m lnV0 (8)

This equation could be rearranged as follows:

lnV0 ¼ ln F Tð Þ½ � � a ln t (9)

where F(T) 5 [K(T)/k]1/m is the kinetic parameter of
the measured system and a 5 n/m is the ratio
between the Avrami and Ozawa exponents.

It is apparent from Figure 11 that the method
developed by Liu et al.30 was successful in describ-

ing the nonisothermal crystallization behavior of the
original and the nucleated m-iPP samples. The pa-
rameters obtained from these straight lines are listed
in Table III. The F(T) values increased with increas-
ing Xt for the three different samples. Moreover, at
the given Xt, the relative kinetic parameters [F(T)’s]
of m-iPP03 were higher than those of m-iPP01 and
m-iPP00.

On the other hand, the values of parameter a,
which depend on the growth mode, were practically
constant for the three samples up to a crystallinity of
around 0.7 but differed in the later stage of crystalli-
zation. The exponent a for m-iPP00 increased,
whereas that for m-iPP03 decreased, in the later
stage of crystallization, that is, when g lamellae
grew, generally by a branching mechanism, over a
lamellae.12,17,21 Moreover, there was not a great dif-
ference in the nucleation and growth mechanisms of
crystals during the initial stage of crystallization,
when a lamellae predominantly grow.

A study of ZN-iPP with DMDBS showed that the
nucleating agent can crystallize to form thin fibril-
like structures.1,2 Generally, much more g poly-
morph was obtained for m-iPP than for ZN-iPP, and
the addition of DMDBS caused two effects: a shift of
the crystallization to higher temperatures and the
formation of a network of thin fibrils, both of which
the appearance of the g polymorph.

This combined method has also been proved to be
effective in a number of polymeric systems, such as
polypropylene–polypropylene/grafted maleic anhy-
dride–organic montmorillonite,25 nylon 1313,26 and
poly(9,9-dihexylfluorene)-alt-co-(1,4-phenylene).27

Morphology observations

The observation of the crystal structures of m-iPPs
by means of POM indicated that the perfection of
the structures decreased with increasing V0 for the
three polymeric systems. Figure 12 presents the crys-
tal morphology for the m-iPPs crystallized at 18C/
min and shows a typical disordered pattern between
the a and g lamellae.17,18,21 Moreover, the nucleating

Figure 11 Plots of ln V0 versus ln t for the three m-iPP
samples at the indicated Xt’s.

TABLE III
Nonisothermal Crystallization Kinetic Parameters

at Different Xt’s from the Avrami/Ozawa
Combined Method

Xt

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

m-iPP00 a 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2
F(T) 3.0 5.5 6.4 6.7 8.2 10.0

m-iPP01 a 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9
F(T) 3.0 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.0 9.0

m-iPP03 a 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.95
F(T) 4.5 6.0 8.2 9.0 12.2 18.2
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additive led to a significant decrease in the crystal
sizes.

The observation of the morphology with a quarter-
wave plate (1/4k plate) located diagonally between
crossed polars showed positive spherulitic structures
for m-iPP00 and m-iPP01 at lower V0’s and ones
with mixed birefringence for V0’s higher than 108C/
min. For m-iPP03, however, only several lamellae,
which presumably were part of a spherulitic skele-
ton, were exhibited. Only yellow or blue areas could
be observed, and it was impossible to measure the
birefringence. The model of Alamo et al.21 was pro-
ven by optical micrographs of m-iPP03, where the g
phase predominated [Fig. 12(c)]. A network of thin
fibrils could be seen in AFM topographic micropho-
tos of m-iPP03 [Fig. 12(d)].

Activation energy of crystallization

To evaluate the activation energy (DE) of crystalliza-
tion for the transport of polymer chains toward the
growing surface, the method of Kissinger31 was
applied. When one considers the variation of Tc with
V0, the activation energy can be determined by the
following equation:

log
V0

T2
c

� �
¼ �DE

R

1

Tc
(10)

The results obtained from Figure 13 were 309 kJ/
mol for m-iPP00 and 304 and 363 kJ/mol for m-
iPP01 and m-iPP03, respectively. For comparison, DE
for ZN-iPP calculated by the same method was
216 kJ/mol.32 Because the crystallization activation
energy is usually regarded as an indication of the
crystallization ability of polymers, it follows that
m-iPP01 possessed the highest crystallization ability

Figure 12 Optical micrographs of (a) m-iPP00, (b) m-iPP01, and (c) m-iPP03 and (d) a topographic AFM image (2.5 3 2.5
lm2) of m-iPP03. All of the samples were crystallized nonisothermally at a V0 of 18C/min. [Color figure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 13 Kissinger plots for the three m-iPP samples.
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and that a strong interaction between the nucleating
agent and macromolecular chains interfered in the
crystallization growth of m-iPP03. This result was in
a good agreement with t1/2h, which was again the
highest. Moreover, because the crystallization tem-
perature was augmented and the g form predomi-
nated, shorter crystallizable sequences could have
participated during the crystallization of m-iPP03.
The molecular mobility of these g crystallizable
sequences was hindered, which was reflected in a
higher value of the activation energy for this poly-
mer system.

Surface free energy

The study of the surface free energy was carried out
with eq. (11) for the total rate of the nonisothermal
crystallization, according to refs. 33–35:

Gc ¼ V0 dH=dTð ÞTn=DH
o
m

� � Z‘

0

dH=dTð ÞdT
2
4

3
5

� Z‘

Tn

dH=dTð ÞdT

2
64

3
75 ð11Þ

where Gc is the total rate at the temperature Tn, dH/
dT is the enthalpy for a given narrow temperature

range at the current temperature Tn,
R ‘
0 dH=dTð ÞdT is

the crystallization enthalpy of the whole process,

and
R ‘
Tn

dH=dTð ÞdT is the enthalpy of the quantity of

substance that remains to be transformed into the
other phase and represents the correction function.
The depletion of the crystallizing polymer is included
in this correction function. Therefore, eq. (11) defines
the whole crystallization process as a series of iso-
thermal processes at the corresponding infinitesimal
temperature intervals.

Mathematically, the nucleation-controlled growth
of crystallites with chain folding can be simply
expressed in terms of a biexponential equation
according to the theory of Hoffman and co-
workers:36–39

Gc ¼ G0 exp �U�=R T � Tinfð Þ½ � exp �Kg=TDTf
� �

(12)

where Gc is the growth rate at a specific tempera-
ture T, G0 is a preexponential factor, and the term
in the first exponential is associated with segmental
transport across the crystal/amorphous interface.
Thus, U* is the activation energy for polymer diffu-
sion across the phase boundary, R is the gas
constant, and Tinf is the temperature below which
segmental motion becomes infinitely slow and is
usually expressed as Tinf 5 Tg 2 30 K, where Tg is
the glass-transition temperature. The second expo-

nential in eq. (12) accounts for the free energy con-
tribution for the growth of a critical size nucleus,
which is inversely proportional to the undercooling,
DT 5 To

m 2 T, where To
m is the equilibrium melting

temperature, and to the correction factor f 5 2Tc/
(To

m 1 T) for variations in the heat of fusion. On the
other hand, the free energy term also depends
on the nucleation rate constant (Kg), which is
expressed as

Kg ¼ zb0rreT
o
m

DHo
mk

(13)

where b0 is the thickness of the growing layer, r
and re are the lateral and fold surface free energies,
DHo

m is the heat of fusion, and k is the Boltzmann
constant. The factor z depends on the growth re-
gime, and it takes the value of 4 for regimes I and
III and 2 for regime II.37,38

The rearrangement of eq. (12) leads to

logGc þ U�

2:303R T � Tinfð Þ ¼ logGo �
Kg

2:303TDTf

� �

(14)

so that a plot of log Gc 1 U*/2.303R(T 2 Tinf) versus
1/TDTf will allow one to obtain Kg from the corre-
sponding straight line, if such an equation is
fulfilled.

These analyses were applied to the crystallization
rate data deduced from eq. (11). The corresponding
plots for some selected V0’s are shown in Figure 14,
where the following parameters were used: U* 5
6276 J/mol, Tg 5 259 K, To

m 5 459 K, and DHo
m 5

1.96 3 108 J/m3.3,37,38

Fairly good straight lines were observed in the ini-
tial stages of the crystallization, with rather similar
slopes for the different V0’s. The corresponding aver-
age values for Kg are presented in Table IV. Values
of Kg between 3 and 6 3 105 K2 were reported for
the isothermal crystallization of conventional ZN-
iPP38 and around 3 3 105 K2 for a metallocenic iPP.3

The values in this case were, therefore, around three
to four times higher, which should have been
reflected in the correspondingly higher values for
the product of the surface free energies, as deduced
from eq. (13).

Taking into account that the crystallization tem-
peratures here analyzed were in the range from
around 70 to 1348C (as shown in Figs. 1 and 5), we
considered that all of the experiments fell into re-
gime III37,39 so that the factor z in eq. (14) was 4. On
the other hand and with an assumed value of b0 5
0.626 nm for the growth of iPP in the (110) plane of
the monoclinic a form of iPP [which was practically
coincident with the value of 0.640 nm for the (111)
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plane of the orthorhombic g modification], the prod-
uct of the two surface free energies was determined,
and the values are shown in Table IV.

r is usually estimated from the enthalpy of melt-
ing,37 and a value of 11.5 mJ/m2 was deduced.
With this information, re was estimated, and the
corresponding values are also shown in Table IV.
These results were, again, considerably higher than
those previously reported for the isothermal crys-
tallization of iPP.37,39 The discrepancy may have
arisen from the fact that in this case of nonisother-
mal crystallization, the process was carried out at
variable temperatures and the obtained crystals
may have had, presumably, different surface free
energies than those in the isothermal case. More-
over, the approximation for r may not be applica-
ble to nonisothermal crystallization. When these
were the case, we could estimate the surface free
energy on average from the product of r and re,
just by applying the square root. In such case, the
corresponding average values (rave’s) are shown in
the last columns of Table IV. Curiously, the values
so obtained were rather similar to those reported
for re in isothermal crystallization,37,39 which were
around 65–70 mJ/m2.

Independent of these approximations, it follows
from the results in Table IV that the Kg and the

product of the surface free energies presented the
lowest values for specimen m-iPP03, which indi-
cated, most probably, the existence of more chain
folding irregularities due to the higher proportion of
g crystals in this sample.

CONCLUSIONS

As deduced from DSC and X-ray experiments, the
addition of the nucleating agent DMDBS to m-iPP
caused the formation of higher amounts of g crystals
in relation to the raw polymer, even though DMDBS
is supposed to be a nucleator for the a form. The
reason was that with the addition of the nucleator,
the whole crystallization shifted toward higher tem-
peratures, where the g formation was favored. Thus,
when the fraction of g modification was plotted
against Tc, a common line was obtained for the three
samples analyzed. Our conclusion from this behavior
was that the DMDBS nucleator did not have a spe-
cific influence on the nucleation of a particular modi-
fication. However, its nucleation ability, that is, the
increase in the crystallization rate, and, therefore, the
achievement of the crystallization process at higher
temperatures led to higher amounts of the g phase.

Avrami’s theory was valid for the primary crystal-
lization up to 70%. The determined n values indi-
cated three-dimensional spherulitic growth and
homogeneous nucleation for m-iPP00 and m-iPP01
and two-dimensional structures and heterogeneous
nucleation for m-iPP03 due to the crystal branching
growth mechanism.

Similarly, the Ozawa equation described only the
early stage of crystallization.

A combined model between the Avrami and
Ozawa equations was, however, valid for the whole
crystallization process. The values of the exponent
for this method decreased for nucleated samples in
the later stage of crystallization, especially in the
case of m-iPP03.

The activation energy of the process and the sur-
face free energy were also estimated. The production
of considerable proportions of the g polymorph in
m-iPP03 corresponded to higher values of the activa-
tion energy and lower values of the surface free
energy.

TABLE IV
Values of Kg and the Surface Free Energies for the

Three m-iPP Samples

Sample 105 Kg (K
2)

rre

(mJ2/m4)
re

(mJ/m2)
rave

(mJ/m2)

m-iPP00 11 5950 520 77
m-iPP01 12 6450 560 80
m-iPP03 8.7 4700 410 68

Figure 14 Plots of eq. (13) for the three investigated sam-
ples at the indicated selected V0’s.
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